
 
 

 

 

Who We Are 

Our Mission: Planet Bee Foundation is a Bay Area nonprofit on a mission to change the world - one bee and one student at a                         
time! We are dedicated to creating a green minded generation by inspiring environmental stewardship through the teaching                 
lens of the struggling honey bee. Our hands-on educational programs are designed to increase awareness of the current bee                   
crisis and teach the power of individual action to impact our interconnected world.  

Why Do We Care About Bees? Did you know that 1/3 of every bite you take is made possible by bees and other pollinators?                        
Bees provide us with a wide variety of fruits and vegetables, sustain ecosystems everywhere, and contribute $15 billion to                   
the US agricultural industry every year! Alarming, various factors including          
pesticides, monoculture, and parasites are causing honey bee populations to          
plummet at a dangerous rate - their numbers have declined by the billions since              
2006. Last year in 2016, 44% of honey bees in managed hives in the US died! As                 
honey bees continue to decline, our economy and ecosystems are thrown out of             
balance, and it becomes more important than ever that we take action to             
protect these precious pollinators.  

How You Can Get Involved: Our dynamic corporate beekeeping program, the           
Bee Green Initiative (BGI) was designed to educate employees about the global            
bee crisis and what we can do to help-- all the while practicing teamwork and               
having a good time. Together, we’ll put on our bee suits and dive into the hive                
for some sticky fun! 

 

Bee Green Initiative: Our Corporate Beekeeping Program 
 

Through our Bee Green Initiative (BGI) program, Planet Bee works with your company to integrate a beehive into                  
your office culture! We install beehives on corporate campuses, form bee clubs, lead honey-spinning workshops,               
train staff beekeepers, and even build beehives! These programs not only function as amazing team-building               
exercises, but also create widespread awareness of bee decline both within the company and outside it. The                 
program is customized to fit your business’ needs. We work with each business individually to work out the best                   
fit. 

 

Bee Green Initiative Components 
 

Bee Hive Installation 
Setting up a campus beehive occurs in the spring, usually in the first week of April. Employees can help our                    
beekeeper set up the campus beehive and install a package of healthy California honeybees into their new home.                  
Everyone is welcome to don bee suits – we have many to spare – and witness this fascinating event! Installing                    
multiple hives is a great way to encourage friendly competitions between teams at the business – marketing’s                 
hive may produce a lot more honey than tech support!  
 
Planet Bee currently maintains a total of 34 hives at 7 schools and nonprofits, and 5 businesses. Our longest                   



running program is at Google, where we have maintained 10 hives for 8 years! We also have hives at SAP, Sutro                     
Tower, Wine.com, and Keller Estate Winery. We return to each hive several times a year to ensure its continuing                   
health; and if it dies, we repopulate it.  
 
However, if you don’t have space for hives, we can still partner with you! Planet Bee doesn’t have hives at Clif                     
Bar’s office, but we still taught employees bee biology lessons and ran a beehive-building workshop. We don’t                 
have hives at Google’s San Francisco office building, but we still tabled for Google Earth Day. And we don’t have                    
hives at a the Bon Apétit office, but we still ran a bee-themed cooking class for children together. There are as                     
many ways to get involved as there are bees in a hive! 
 

Bee Basics Lessons  
Our engaging lessons are centered on our Bee Basics curriculum. They delve into the honey bee life cycle, life                   
within the hive, pollination, global bee decline and its causes, the environmental impact of bees, and an                 
introduction to backyard beekeeping. Employees handle beeswax, dead bee samples, and beekeeping equipment,             
and view live bees in an observation hive. Our interactive lessons  end with a Q and A session. 
 

Honey Harvest Workshop 
Honey spinning workshops usually occur in the fall, depending on          
hive health and productivity. They can be part of a larger           
celebration or benefit for a cause for your company. Employees          
roll up their sleeves, get sticky, uncap frames of honey and load it             
into the spinner. We bring our spinner and guide the process. We            
often will have employees taste honey right out of the frame, to            
compare the differing tastes that arise from different hive’s flower          
preferences. The fresh, raw honey can be sold, given to          
employees, or even used in the campus café. Some Google          
employees have even gone as far as brewing delicious mead using           
their honey! 
Most beehives will produce at least 25 lbs. of honey a year –             
sometimes more.  
 

Apprentice Program 
Employees can shadow our beekeeper, Bill, as he maintains campus beehives to learn all aspects of beekeeping.                 
Bill has been maintaining urban hives for over 15 years, and is a wealth of information for all aspiring beekeepers.                    
As they gain experience, employees will get hands-on guidance from Bill throughout the hive’s seasonal cycle. The                 
tasks include installing bees, feeding and maintaining the hive, checking the health of the hive, looking for disease,                  
and harvesting honey. With us by your side, your employees will become expert beekeepers in no time! 
 

Planet Bee BGI Partners Include: 

 
 

 

Have any questions about our corporate beekeeping program? Think you’d like to join our hive? Reach out! 
 

Debra Tomaszewski, Executive Director: debra@planetbee.org 
Sarah Thorson, Program Director: sarah@planetbee.org  
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